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Logging in
Recently you have received an email containing your credentials to log in to our portal.
Please use the username and password as provided to you by your Samskip Logistics
representative. Click below to get redirected to our customer portal.

Outsystems.samskip.com/SamskipTrackAndTrace
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Dashboard
After logging the customer will start on the below dashboard, which is split into tiles.

Bookings
Shows the Active vs. Upcoming bookings
for the past 30 days and next 30 days by
default. The date range can be changed
and will update the numbers on the tiles

Finance
Shows Outstanding vs. Overdue invoices

Company
Shows all addresses registered for the user’s
company on Samskip Logistics systems.

Quotes
Shows a high level overview of the spot quotes for the customer

Outsystems.samskip.com/SamskipTrackAndTrace
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Bookings
The booking page is split into four parts. At the top the customer has the possibility to
set a search criteria as well as exporting the results to Excel.
Below, the customers bookings are split into an Active Bookings tab and Archived tab
which displays historical bookings.
To view the booking details, click on the Job Reference.

Outsystems.samskip.com/SamskipTrackAndTrace
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Booking Details
On the booking details page, the customer is able to see more details on the booking;
references, routing information, cargo details and expected and actual charges.
On the documents tab booking related documents can be viewed such as the HBL.
There is also an option available for uploading booking related documents such as the
commercial invoice, health certificates, etc.

Edi tor checks your spelling and gra mm ar, and also offers style sugg estions to
help you im prove your writing.
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Create a booking
aka.ms/editorinw
With recent improvements, bookings
can now ord
directly be made from the portal.
They can be created from scratch or from previously saved templates.
Under the Booking tab information regarding port of loading and discharge, shipping
and inco-terms together with preferred sailing date and arrival date can be easily
provided.

See more tips, videos, help, and training

Visit aka.ms/ W ordHelp
These experiences are available in the Word 2016
desktop and Word in Office 365.
Under the Addresses tab data regarding the shipper and consignee addresses
can be provided.

Under the Cargo tab information regarding the number of packages, container
type and cargo descriptions can be provided.
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Finance Details
On the Finance page invoices can be filtered either by invoice number,
period or payment statuses. This overview can also be exported to Excel.

If you feel you need more guidance on the Samskip Logistics portal and would like
some further assistance, then please contact your Samskip Logistics representative
or email us and a member of our team will get back to you as soon as possible

mysamskiplogistics@samskip.com

See more of our business

www.samskip.com

